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Mesh is a Whole Home Wi-Fi system built to eliminate dead zones and provide uninterrupted wireless
coverage throughout your home. While traditional
routers broadcast Wi-Fi from a single point with a
limited range, mesh Wi-Fi systems have multiple
access points. When one unit links to the modem,
that unit becomes the main hub. The other units
(pods) capture and rebroadcast the router’s signal at
full strength.
The result is an efficient wireless network that provides a stable connection no matter where you are.
A mesh system enables devices in your network to
have faster speeds, greater coverage, and a more reliable connection than you would get by adding Wi-Fi For the best complete-home coverage with the
extenders to a traditional router.
highest speeds possible, consider upgrading to
LightTube offers a mesh router and additional wire- LightTube’s Mesh Wi-Fi system.
less pod for just $11.95/month. For larger homes, To find out more about our mesh Wi-Fi service, call
additional pods are available for just $3/month.
455-4515, option 2 today!

The Tullahoma High School Class of 2022 will walk
the line at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, May 13.
If you can’t be there, you don’t have to miss any of the pomp and
circumstance. Tune in to LightTube Channel 6 to watch it LIVE in
HD. Or find TUA LightTube LIVE on Facebook and YouTube.
Want to watch it again? Catch the replay on Channel 6 and at any
time OnDemand.

Keeping You Up To Speed
International calling is a feature that we offer to all phone service subscribers, but the feature is disabled by default. If you have LightTube telephone
service and would like to make international calls, speak to one of our Technical Service Representatives to have the service enabled.
Once you have enabled international calling, you should be aware that there
are security measures in place to prevent fraudulent outgoing calls from
your account. If you attempt to make an international call and that call fails
for any reason, please wait at least 5 minutes before you try again. A second failure within 5 minutes will trigger a security feature that will temporarily block your international calling service for three days.
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Why do we block the feature? Fraud. Fraudsters will use any means they
can to hack into calling services to generate calls to countries that have the
most expensive calling rates. Working with dishonest carriers along the
call’s path, these bad actors hijack your number, generate a high volume of
international calls to a premium rate number, and then take a cut of the revenue generated from those calls. But that revenue only comes when you pay
for international calls that were placed from your phone number, but which
you didn’t make.
Toll fraud is big business. Each year, voice service providers lose more than
$50 BILLION to artificially generated international calls, and there is no
silver bullet prevention strategy.
The telecom industry requires the operator that originated the call to pay for
the call, even if it’s fraudulent. That means the best strategy we have to protect you from these expensive scams is to prevent them before they happen.
And to do that, we have to limit a fraudster’s access to your calling capability.
We do this, first, by offering international calling only to customers who
request it. But once you’ve requested international calling, your number is
susceptible—and two failed calls in a short time could indicate that your
number has been compromised. When our monitoring service identifies
those rapid-fire calls and blocks your service, it is blocking attackers from
running up your telephone bill while our team identifies the problem.

Call us at 571-7186 to get If you find that your service has been blocked after you’ve made two legitimate errors in placing an international call, call our Technical Service Repa LightTube yard sign
resentatives to help you restore your service at 455-4515, option 2.

Seamless music streaming everywhere life takes you. Download the Stingray music app today!

